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Tentative Suggestions on the Use
of

Factor Analysis in Speech Communication

The very fact that this program is being'presented at the ICA convention
aught to be enough justification for our discussion. But, like the detective

in a mystery aove10:I hate loose ends. As a consequence, there are several
questions rshould_like to address, at least briefly.

. The first question to be raised is: why bother with factor analysis at
all? What unique adyantages does factor analysis possess which warrent its
consideration by those in speech cSmmunication? To answer the question

one must understand that factor analysis is a statistical technique designed

to identify the underlying common' elements from a pool of n variables.
Suppose we ask students 20 questions all designed to measure their communication

-anxiety. Factor analysis will tell us which of those 20 statements seem to

be measuring the same thing. In the event that every single statement of
the original 20 measures a mathematically distinct concept,- there will.be
20 factors--one for each statement. In the event that all 20 statements
measure the same concept, there will be one factor. As a case in point,
Cronin and Price (1971) have found that the dtmensions upon which judgments
of speech teachers are based appear to change as studentsprogreSs through
college. Freshmen seem to have one set of criteria, seniors a slightly
different set.

The point is not that no other method could have possibly discovered
these differences. Thepoint is, depending on the alternative technique
being considered, it might have taken years of research and dozens of
researchers to have made the discoveries. Factor analysis provides a

statistical means oT unveiling the common elements describirig a communication
concept. In addition, such an- investigation' may be made very rapidly and

with great precision.- Viewed in this light, the tool has enormous potential
and utilitri

The second" uestion is more penetrating. Why should a group of people,
trained in speech communication, be here telling anyone else about factor

analysis? WIvrnot have a group -of mathematidal-statisticians on the panel?
I can best answer that question by relating the. experience of a friend of
mine. Several years ago my friend wanted to learn more a-out a highly:__----
cpecific application of a statistic, to a Communication problem.--Te took this
-problem to a mathematics professor to seek the answer. What ensued was a

Classic case of misunderstanding. Neither individual could communicate_

with the other. The mathematics professor did not know enough 'about

comunication and gy friend did not
not

enough about theoretical mathematics.
lach:one fina13y agreed they did not understand the other--that was a far as

they got. That is the basic reason we are here today and not a panel of

mathematical. utatisticianso
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MIA I will attempt-to describe in this paper are some of the basic
considerations ono ought to consider in performing am exploratory descriptive
factor analysis of a communication concept. It should be understood that
this is by no moans the only purpose for which faCtor analysis might be used
but it is one of the most common. In chronological order, the factor
analytic researcher usually follows a fairly typical pattern. Theyattern,
maybe described as:
1. an area of conceri/concept is selected forlinvestigation.
2. a number of items statements are constructed to measure the concept.
3, responses to the items/statements are gathered.

4. a correlation matrix of the responses is calculated: !,A

5. the obtained correlation matrix is factor analysed making the folloming
decisions:

a. that kind of factor analysis will be used?
b. how will the communalities be estimated?

pc. what rotational schema will be used?
. how many factors will be extracted?'

'6. the results are examined and factors named.

Initial iteM selection

As,withalI research, there is-no substitute for-a thoughtftl. andcautious
selection-cf-items to -be judged by respondents. In the jargon of the
oftnuter programmer, GIGO (garbage-i% garbage out) ought to-be the-byword
for the- factor analyst. The dangers of item selection or construction
arise in several areas and-should be discussed-separately.

TheoretiCal item pool

From the mathematical standpoint, factor analysis is simply a tool-
'for the identification of whether-Cammunalities exist in the data. Thus,

the researcher must-include items designed to tap each of the suspected
dimensions-of the phenomenon and no item(s) which measure anything outside

the phenomenon. The construction of an item pool for self-esteem, for
example, should contain-only those items-thoughtito-measure something having
to do mith self-esteem. If we were to include--erroneously--items
measuring hair color, those items would probably emerge as a factor. The
vexing part is that considerable time would be lost unless it were realized
that hair color had nothing to do with self-esteem.

By the same token, if the theoretical analysis had totally missed an
area which was really a part of the concept, then that dimension could not

possibly emerge in the factor analysis. We might be led to beitire that

just because our analysis accounted for 95% of the variance, we had totally
described the concept. This_ couldbe.a serious error. If a significant

part of the concept was never measured, it cannot be described by the
factor solution.
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Item construction

Very often. air item Will emerge with very high loadings,on more than
one factor. Unfortunately, such items are extremely difficult to interpret
even though they do seem to be measuring something: Normally, such items
are discarded a_ s; "errors." The feesearcher is in a position to minimize
such errors by correctly designing items in the first place. Edwards (1957,
pp. 13714) has given rather specific suggestions in regard to item
constructiorLand these suggestions should be heeded by more researchers.
The more an -item is open to multiple interpretations, the more likely it
will be to load, on a variety of dimensions, For example, consider the
statement: "If' you really want to know whatts wrong with this country,
just look at our moral standards and business practices today." If a
respondent disagreed with the-stement, is the disagreement based on the
words "moral standards" or on "business practices" or both? Each item
submitted for respondent- judgment ought to clearly tap- one and only one
facet of the, construct. Failure ,to carefully construct iteans m yield
a-confused factor structure, at best, or a totally uninterpretable factor -
structure, at worst.

Sample size

Although I have stated my opinions on sample slie,elsewhere (Hensley, 19114)s
perhaps they bear repeating and expansion. The techrilques of factor analysis
may'begin with a variety of data inputs but the:tiii most common are either
a correlation matrix or individual responses. from -which a correlation matrix ^

is calculated: It should be emphasized -that. the -correlation matrix, will
proddce the same factor structure,regardless of how marry, observations were
used in zenerating the correlation- matrix. However, it would be grossly
erroneous to assume that the size of the original, data pool was unrelated
to the emergent solution.

One way to analyze the issue of sample size is fto examine the
correlation coefficient per se for stability. It is well known that the
standard error of a correlation is inversely related to the sample size.
This strongly suggests we ought to use ratherflarge samples. But, like
most advice, there is another side- to the coin. Somewhere in most statistics
books the formula for testing the significance:of a correlation coefficient
is given as Z In words, the degrSe of confidence we may p' -ace in
the coefficient is a function of both the magnitude of the correlation and of
the sample size. Normally because of measurement error and inherent subject
variablity, we rightl,y concentrate on the issue of sample' size. However, we
might just as easily lbok at the effect of the correlation magnitude. As a
case in points suppose we had a Email sample (N 20) measuring three variables..
I have constructed a sample with correlations of: .98, .92 and .98-. The
factor which describes these three correlations accounts for 97.5% of the
variance with loadings of: .999. .978 and .979. Even with a sample 'so anal
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no rospactable roacarchor would recommend ito use, we h e obtained a volution
which soama highly ravoaling. lOrcouroo I made up all tho ,data; they .

maanura nothing.) Tho point, which-the data illustrator i thnt the correlation
_matrix is a mirror of tho underlying factor structure. If that correlation
matrix measures an

the structure is drastically reduced. The e
enormously powerful factor structure, then 4!) sample size

necessary to reveal
having been Observed, we may now point out that the real world is ever as.

cooperative-as a set of problem data. However, it is well to keep in mind
that one need not throw away data simply because the number of obserVations
falls below the recommended level.

ApprOaching the problem from another direction, Guertin ald,Bailey (19p)
have empirically investigated the effect of several different sample sizes
on the emergent factor structure. Beginning with a sample of 200 persons
who took the Wechsler -Adult Intelligence Scale, two random samples of 100 -
and two of 25, were drawn from-the original data_peoli The factor structures
of the-two samples- of 100 agreed with the .parent sample fairly well; the
factor structures of the two samples-of-25-ware disasters. One of the
samples of 25, after yielding one identifiable factors, woduced a solution
"not clearly recognizable as being from-the_same,stude-(Guerltin & Bailey,
1970, p. 170). It was concluded that fl.- basing even product - moment

rla on an n- of 100 is- a questionable procedure e-and is suitable -for only a.

very tentZive pilot study" (Guertin & Bailey, 1970, p. 170). Generally,

the rule-of,thumb.offered on this topic is that the sample-size should=
number at least 200. This is sound advice for most communication-research.

What kind of factor analysis-will be used?

Contrary to popular belief, the words "factor analysis'? do not refer to
a single statistical technique. Rather, there are a host of techniques
to which-we might-be making reference. Among the earliest of these techniques

was a method called centroid factor analysis. Basically, c_ entrOid was only

an approximation solution and-has-fallen into disuse. The most common of
to4ay's techniques is the piinciple components analysis available at most
computer centers. I would-estimate that as many as.75%-of the reported
studies probably use this-approach. The fundamental idea of principle
=components is-to -seek the solution which maximizes the sum Of squares for
the first factor. The same procedure is then followed for the- second factor
using the residual matrix and, so- on. Thus, we extract the "principle
components", one at a timer from-the correlation matrix. Principle components
can toil us what the factor structure loOks like in any given_ sample but,
without repeating the sampling on different populations, we-are unable to make
inferences-about the structure of the concept per Be.

Alpha facto"' analysis (Kaiser & Caffery, 1965), on the other hand, is
specifically designed to reveal the dimensional/iv of the concept under
investigation. One of the major strengths of alphafactoranalysis is that

6
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it yields a'reliable solution in the Kuder-Richardson sense of reliable.
Alpha is uniquely useful for generalizing to a universe of all logical items
measuring the concept under investigation. As such, it-is a logical tool

in scale construction. However, for all of its promise, alpha may not
yield identical results with different samples (Hensley, Hensley & Munro,
In press). The answer seems to be that the analysis is always data based.
While-alpha does generalize to all logical items, it can only generalize
from the -data base proVided. (GIGO!)

Having mentioned these different approaches, and there are many more,
perhaps some examples would be useful. If we were. investigating communication
anxiety among students in fundamentals of speech, I would recommend- principle
components. The interest heri is in fundamentals students and not in some
other group. If we were interested in the factor structure of alienation- -
as a psychological concept--I would recommend alpha. Here the interest is
Sri the concept and not in some- group's reaction to the-concept.

Before leaving the topic I should note -'that as the ample size increases,

the choice becomes moot. _At infinity; -all forms of factor analysis

theoretically converge. For practical purposes, if-you have an enormous
sanpie of persons, it probably doesn't matter which type of analysis you choose.

How will the commonalities be estimated?

In most factor analytic studies there is a table presenting a coltmn
labeled -h2 . This is the communality-of the variable in that row_of the

table. `The communality -may be calculated directly by squaring all the
-factor loadings for the 'variable and _summing them; it is that portion of the

total variance accounted for by the-factors. -The communalityls comparable
to r2 used-with correlation-coefficients; the difference is that the
coiatnality refers to a factor and a variable and not,to an individual
correlation, The-only reason for talking about commonalities at-all is
because the researcher must decide, for mathematical reasons, what sort of ,

estimatesthe communalities will be based on in the analysis._ The communality

L, estimates are used in the diagonal of the correlation-matrix and may either
increase or decrease the precision of the solution obtained.,

Using a communality estimate of 1.00 would' mean -that the variable was
though to be a perfect mirror of the phenomenon in question. Thi8 estimate
is the upper bound or the communality and is logically too high. A
communality-estimate using a teat-retest reliablity coefficient admits that
the variable has some measurement error built into it. The reliability
coeffidient eliminates the error variance in the factoring due to sampling
vagaries. Reliability. coefficients as=estimators are more conservative than
unities factoring only the common and sRecific variance. -A third type of

estimate is to calculate the multiple R4 of the variable-with all other
variables in the problem. .The choice of multiple R2 is-generally made
because a variable cannot have more in common with the factors than it has
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in =ton with the sum of all the other variables; which, of course, make
up the factors. Multiple R2 is the lower bound of the communality estimate
and the most conservative-choice. Logically, the multiple would seem to
make the most sense. Further, empirical studies (Humphreys & Ilgen, 1969)
have concluded that R2 yield's the most stable factor structure. I

recommond its use.

That rotational schema will be used?

It is worth keeping in mind that the rotational schema, either
orthogonal or oblique, has little to do with the type of factor analysis
chosen. Orthogonal rotations assume that each factor is mathetatically
independent -of every other factor. Oblique rotations. assume there is some
correlation among the factors. Since the publication of an early article
by Kaiser (195)), varimax has become the single most commonly used,
rotational approach for orthogonal factor- analysis. It is now so widely
accepted, that-is-is used Ss the standard to examine the variability of other
rotations (Bailey& Guertin,_ 1970). For research making the orthogonal
assumptionE varimax is a reasonable and widely accepted choice.

The choice of rotations for an oblique solution does not, by comparison,
offer any reduction in researcher dissonance. Rummel (1970, pp. 411-420)
reviews no less than eight different types of oblique rotations discussing
the merits and demerits of each. Rummells advice (pg. 1411) is to try
several rotations to see if they agree. If they do,. quit. His, comment,

as well as my own experience, is that the different rotations will almost
alwaya produce highly similar results. If the rotations- do not produce
emilar reSults, the: researcher, is forced to examine the assumptions made
by each xvtational technique for a theoretical choice among them. An
investigation in this veiny, is that of Gorsuch (1970) in which four different
types of rotations were found to .produce highly similar esults. This
empirical finding should tend to defuse any anxiety aroused by the lack of
specific recommendations in this area.

Fina11 45 if the factort are truely -independent, the oblique and
orthogonal solutions 'should be identical. This-feature may be-used to
examine assumptions of orthogonality. Assuming that the differences
betWeen the two solutions are minor ones, it is-possible to demonstrate
convincingly that the orthogonal solution is the more preferable (see, for
example- Hensley & Roberts, 1975).

How manly factors will be extracted?

The num:er of factors to extract is a decision which must be made either
by the researcher or by some arbitrary rule. The most popular of the ,

arbitrary rules is the latent root criteria. This rule-specifies that
whenever the eigenvnlue of a faCtor is less than 1.00, factoring will cease.
The criteria is both straightforward and persuasive since, by this rule, it is



demanded that any factor must account for at least as much variance as any
variable. When the factor does not account for asp much variance as a variable,
factoring stops. , The problem Here becomes visible only when the total
research picture is'taken into account. If-we had only 10 variables in the
initial problem, then 10% of the variance must be accounted for to meet the
latent root criteria. If we had 100 variables, the inclusion of eigenvalues
of 1.00, may yield some very trivial factors accounting for only 1% of the
variance. In fairness, it must be noted that most of the criticism of the
latent root criteria has been because it stops the factoring process much too
soon with small samples Uattell, 1966, p. 207) hit the astute researcher
Should also be aware of the pitfalls possible with large numbers of variables.

Another rule often suggested is the percent of variance accounted for
by a factor. For example, the criteria may be that any factor must account
for at least 5% of the total variance. Again, there is a -conOelling logic

about this rule. After all, if the factors cannot tell us _something about
the covariance of the matrix, there is no point in spending time trying to
analyze them. But like the latent root criteriay blind-application of
this rule-may eitherexCludejmportant factors or include banal factors
depending-on the number of variables.

Before offering- any specific-counsel, we ought to consider the effects

of both overfactoring and underfactoring. In a recent study (Hensley &
Roberts, 1975) the- Rosenburg scale of'self-esteem was shown to be unidimensional.
Each-of the five positively worded items loaded on one factor and each of
the five negatively worded items loaded-on_the other. The researchers
concluded that-the two factors were measuring a basic response set and,that
the Rosenburg self-esteem scale comprised only a single dimension. This

factor structure is shown in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here.

Next, observe the effect of demanding a one-factor solution on the
pattern of factor londinga. Thia solution-in probably not Nrong" or
"bad" /nth() unual merino of thono wordy but the renponco net so clearly
visible in the two-factor solution is now totally obscured.

Insert Table 2 about here:

00

MO

Finally, if we demand a three-factor solution, the pattern is considerably
altered. Factor I emerges intact but Factor II-naw has only items-1 and
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5 remaining. Factor III is now composed of items 3 and 8. Item 4 loads

on both factors II and.MII and might very well be discarded as non - meaningful.'
Whatever-logical sense-remains in this solution, it is strained and mould
require a great deal of explanation on the part of the investigator.

.10.413 ....... oommial.....1110..o.onsoboaree...a.m.00loOM.0

Insert Table 3 about here.

The point to be made is not that overfactoring is worse than under-
factoring but that the effect of either is to cloud the phenomenon and make
interpretation. difficult, The standard' I meuld recommend for the number of
factors to extract is not a statistical one at all. It 4..6 the principle of

interpretability. I know of no substitute for an intelligent and careful
appraisal of the data by an informed researcher. Surely, statistical
standards'can suggest the approximate area in which the best solution must
reside. But, ultimately, there is no substitute for theoretical expertise
in the substantive area being investigated. Remembering that a factor
solution is, at least metaphorically, like focusing a camera or microscope,
we must ask at what point the revealed picture of reality takes on the
greatest Clarity,. 'Deliberately calling for the surrounding solutions--;
both over and underfactoring--mill most clearly reveal the best, i. e.
the most theoretically interpretable, solution for the researcher.

Which items should be retained?

,One of the most troublesome problems in factor interpretation is which.
items ought to be used to describe the factors. Clearly, not all the items
should be-used but which one should be rejected? Basically, the researcher
must juggle several considerations at once to reach a considered judgment.
Not the least of these considerationsis the absolute magnitude of the factor
loading. There are a number of questions to be asked ,about the size of
factor loadings before reaching a-decision to retain -or reject,anjtem as-
loading on a factor. First, the factor loading is the correlation between
the item and the factor. Understanding this fact, can one justify the

iretention of an item loading .30 (a relatively common standard in the past)
when the item explains less than 10% of the-factor. variance? Second, is it
possible to-justify the retention of an _item simply because-it achieves the
necessary Magnitude (Parker, 1970)-to reach statistical significance? For
example, with a very_large-sample and reasonably robust factor structure, I
have-seen factor loadings:of_.17 reach the_05 level of confidence. Third,
is the- -aim of the stud` to get some Plirkil idea of what the factor

looks like or 'to map the, construct more precisely?

Each of the questions and considerations involves matters of personal
judgment and, as such, are always subject to criticism. For my am part,

10
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I would recommend never accepting a factor loading below .30. Depending
on the degree of precision desired, it might be desirable to even demand
loadings of .50 or .60 for the investigation.

The other side of the coin involves the degree of factorial purity of
the items. Other investigations have considered the issue of factorial
purity in detail (Pennell, 1968) and I will not attempt to replicate that
effort here. What is meant is the degree to which an item is allowed to

load on one and only one factor in order to be considered representative
of that factor. Common standardd are loadingsof at least .50 with no
other loadings as high as .30 and so forth. The real question is how one
discovers the "gap" between the.primary and secondary loadings (in the
previous sentence, for example, the gap was .20). I have never seen a
careful consideration of the gap issue but it generally turns out to be
.20 or .30 in most of the published speech communication research. Here,

I am guilty of using the criteria being imposed by other investigations
simply because they are used by other investigationa. I would recommend
a gap of at least .20 but perhaps some interested reader will investigate
the issue and discover a more precise standard for gaps taking into account
sample size, loading magnitude, rotational criteria and so forth.

Other issues
-f!"

There are several questions I should like-to address which-do not fall
logically into the previously constructed outline. Of necessity, they must
be-placed in the "other" category. I do not mean to imply,_ and it should

not be presumed, that these are topics of little importance. Nor are they
afterthoughts constructed,at the last minute. Rather, these are issues
which will be encountered only after considerable use of factor analysis.

Factor scores

Perhaps the best way to understand a factor score is to observe that
a factor loading, at leatfor orthogonal solUtions, i8 the. correlation

between that item and the factor. ConsequentlYrit is clear that no item
ever perfectly measures the factor in question. A logical means of
proceeding would be to take the weight provided by the factor loading and
multiplylt times the raw score obtained for each individual. This should
not be done. While such a computation makes intuitive sense, the actual
composition of factor scores is much more complex. As a rule of thumb,
the most simple method tyobtain factor scores is to hive the computer
program provide them as /output onto tape or cards.

As an example of factor score use, suppose the researcher wished to
'maw if males differed from females in terms of communication anxiety.
It would be-erroneous to simply add the wow scores because each of the
items differentially measures the concept. Thus, we should obtain the-
factor,score output and run the t-test on the factor Scores and not on the
raw data.
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interstudy factor comparisond,

At one point: in time it was all but impossible for factor structures
from one study to be compared with other factor structures. This restriction
has been overcome by sophisticated, computer programs available at most
computer centers. If a computer Center does not yet have such a program,
a good one 'is given in Veldman (1967) called RELATE._ The basic idea is
to take one solution-as a criterion and-rotate the other solution to the
point of greatest correspondence. A matrix of cosines is calCulated which,
roughly, my be interpreted as correlations. Another approach, is to
compare the same persons with -Cannonicals although the interpretation problem
may be albit more complex.i.

Second-order factors

;Second-order factor analysis refers to those higher level,concepts
which-account for the factors found in-the initial factor analysis. After
calling for an oblique solution, the answer IS subjected to allother factor
analysis subject to all the constraints and demands discussed in _this and
the-other papers. The purpose of the second-order analysis-is to ascertain_
if there is a "super" factor or factors which underly -the whole theoretical
concept.

Technicallyuthe factoring process may go on indefinitely but as the
second, third and higher level factors emerge, they become increasingly
difficult to interprete. TersonallyvI cannot remember having ever seen
an_ example of any third - -order factors and even-second order factors may
defy explanation (Hensley, Hensleylt Munro, In press).

Overview

What I have attempted to outline is a list of-basic considerations to
which one aught to give thought when embarking on a factor analytic
investigation. It is not am-overstatement to say that factor analysis
is a powerful tool for the communication researcher.- But, like any power
tool, it should be uee properly and with due caution.
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Table 1

Factor Structuh of
Rosenburg Self-Esteem Scale

Principle Components Analysis,
Varimax Rotation, ,

N 1479

. 1. At times I think I mina good at ail.

2. take a positive attituditoward mvielf.

3. .- All in ail, I,am inclined tofeel that I am
a failure.

4. I wish I could have more respect for myself.

5. 'I-certainly feel useless-at times.

I feel that I am a person-of worth, at least
on an equal plan with others.

7. On the whole, I am satisfied With myself.

8. I feel I do not have much to be proud of. . -.18 .52

12

41

1

Factor I FaCtor II

-.11 .71

.53 -.19

.67

..63

-.57

.61 -417

'S

.59 -.17

9. I feel-that have, a number of good qualities. .67
4

10. I am ale to do things as well as most other
people.

.71

,1

1
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Table 2

One- Factor Solution

Item

2

3

Factor Loading

-.53,

"..50

-.53

'fit. -.53

5 -.47

6 .55

7 .54 .

8

9 .52

'10 .52

1 5
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Table 3

st:

Three Factor Solution

IIINNIMINIIIM.MI.0111

Item

1

2

Factor I

.52

Factor II

-.57

.13

Factor III

.13

-.11 .33 .58

-.16 -.41 -.43

5 -.12 -.57 -.2].

6 .60 .17 .06

7- .59 .09 .16

=ww;
OINOMINNI1

a

9

10

-.16

.63

.65

-.19

.05

.53
.10

.07
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